NORTHAMPTON NORTHERN ORBITAL ROUTE: Option 7

Option 7 is based on previous Option 1 from 2016 consultation

Option 7 variations for spur to Moulton Park
Sections of road to be closed
Junction/cross roads/roundabouts

(only one spur road will be chosen, Spur A and Spur B are different options to connect to Moulton Park)

Northamptonshire Transport Plan Wider Schemes for Context
Planned dual carriageway
North-west Relief Road
Northampton Northern Orbital Route

Modelling indicates that a junction here will be most effective in reducing traffic through Holcot.

Route through Pitsford Quarry to avoid Boughton Park

Route through Holcot Centre. Work required to replace affected facilities.

Alternative spur road connections to Moulton Park

Connects to Red House Road Roundabout

Current development

Future development

Northampton Kings Heath residential development (Dallington Grange)

Northamptonshire County Golf Club

Buckton Fields

Grange Farm

Crosses Northampton and Lamport Railway, watercourse and HP gas main, with least impact on infrastructure
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